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“Any sufficiently advanced
technology is equivalent to magic"
Arthur C Clarke

The “SIB Students’ Economic forum” is designed to kindle interest in the minds
of younger generation. We highlight one theme in every monthly publication.
Topic of discussion for this month is “Unified Payments Interface (UPI) and its
success”.
The Unified Payments Interface has registered a record success of $ 1 trillion mark for the
financial year 2021-22 with more than 300 participant banks. Today, UPI has become a
medium of transaction for every common man and is standing in the forefront of the
Digital India Initiative introduced by the Government of India
Among the many initiatives launched by National Payments Corporation of India, UPI is
seen to be the most successful one considering the fact that the proportion of UPI transactions in total volume of digital transactions grew from 23% in 2018–19 to 55% in
2020–21 with an average value of ₹1,849 per transaction.
What is UPI?
Unified Payments Interface (UPI) is an instant real-time payment system facilitating
inter-bank peer-to-peer (P2P) and person-to-merchant (P2M) transactions. It is a part of
the Green Initiative proposed by the RBI and also to support the vision to achieve safe,
efficient, accessible, inclusive, interoperable and authorized payment and settlement
system in India. Some of the benefits of using UPI include immediate money transfer
round the clock 24*7 and 365 days, convenience for cash on delivery transactions, raising
transaction disputes and many more.
Working of UPI
UPI uses existing systems, such as Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) and Aadhaar
Enabled Payment System (AEPS), to ensure seamless settlement across accounts. It
facilitates push (pay) and pull (receive) transactions and even works for over-the-counter
or barcode payments, as well as for multiple recurring payments such as utility bills,
school fees, and other subscriptions. Once a single identifier is established, the system
allows mobile payments to be delivered without the use of credit or debit cards, net
banking, or any need to enter account details. This would not just ensure greater safety of
sensitive information, but connect people who have bank accounts via smartphones to
carry out hassle-free transactions.
Advantages of using UPI
Safety since various checks and authentications are required to enable a transaction.
Cash less transaction leading to lesser cash handling complexities and better data storage.
Fast and convenient
Simple and need consumers need not carry around IFSC code, Account number or other
such details
Unification of bank accounts, wallets and cards is now made possible which further
simplifies payments process

Scalability and record keeping of transactions
Suitable support solution for Cash on Delivery mode of purchase instead of running in
search of an ATM.
Transaction related disputes/complaints can be easily registere
Participants in UPI
Payer Payment Service Provider

Payee Payment Service Provider

Remitter Bank

Beneficiary Bank

Merchants

Bank Account holders
NPCI

Growth of UPI over the years
Cash based transactions has been prominent in India for many decades. The government and
the RBI has been consistently trying to reduce the flow of black money and corruption and in
their efforts to do so, the concept of UPI was introduced. As of now, a huge percentage of the
payment transactions happen in cash. However, this number is expected to be reduced over the
years with digital penetration. Moreover, cheaper and affordable internet and smartphones
backed by ease to use this technology has helped it become popular among the public in a short
span of time.

Month

No. of Banks live on
UPI

Volume (in Mn)

Value (in Cr.)

Mar-22

314

5,405.65

9,60,581,66

Apr-20

153

999.57

151,140.66

Apr-18

97

190.08

27,021.85

Apr-16

21

0.00

0.00

Today UPI continues to be a strong competitor for cards payments. While MDR is charged on
the merchants, UPI users are presently not charged any fee. What initially used to be a technology for fund transfers, is today one of the most favourite option for payment solutions
especially among small scale merchants.
Access to UPI
Unified Payments Interface is a real-time payment system that allows sending or requesting
money from one bank account to another. Any UPI client app may be used and multiple bank
accounts may be linked to a single app. Money can be sent or requested by using a user-created
Virtual Payment Address (VPA) or UPI ID that helps in sending or requesting money from a
bank account using the know your customer (KYC) linked mobile number. UPI also generates a
specific QR code for each user account for the purpose of contact-less payment.

Mobile Apps – Banks who have registered themselves with NPCI provide UPI services
through their in house apps (Example – SIB Mirror+). Moreover, third party apps are
also available for those wish to do so (Example – Google Pay, PhonePe, PayTm).
On device Wallet – UPI mobile apps have now developed mobile wallets which helps to
increase the success rate of the UPI transactions. This is also done to reduce the electricity
consumption and computing power of banks.
e-Rupi – Inshort for Electronic Rupee and UPI, is basically e-voucher based on QR code or
SMS string that can be delivered through mobile phone. It is developed to ensure leak proof
delivery of welfare services and bypassing middle man to decrease corruption. Private
sector can use the service for their own corporate social responsibility initiative (CSR).
Going International
It is expected that the QR based payment platform to be implemented in Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea and Japan from
2022 based on MOU signed with NIPL (NPCI International Payments Ltd) in September 2021.
Bhutan is the first country to accept UPI transactions through BHIM app. Cross border remittances are worked upon through UPI for countries like United Arab Emirates, Nepal and Malaysia. The scope of UPI was discussed with countries like Australia and Russia.
Awareness about UPI scams
The old saying ‘Prevention is better than cure’ is the best and most suited dialogue in this
scenario. Fraudsters are present everywhere and one cannot fully eliminate them but surely
one can keep them away. As more and more users of various age groups, keep getting added
into the UPI ecosystem, it is vital to be aware about the various scams introduced by fraudsters
in today’s world.
Misleading UPI links – Fraudsters create misleading links which includes names like BHIM,
NPCI, UPI etc to make individuals reveal their personal details which thereby leads to data
and monetary theft. The solution to this problem is to simply avoid or ignore mails/messages
from unknown senders and not to click on any links which seems to be from unknown or
unverified source.
Remote screen monitoring apps – Many unknown and unsafe apps being downloaded into
our smartphones can lead to frauds. The fraudsters simply monitor our login activities
(sitting in a remote location) and extract all details that we enter into our phone.
The solution to this issue is to simply check the credentials and also the reviews before
downloading any application into our smartphone.
Fake apps – Fraudsters try to take maximum advantage by making fake apps which looks
very much similar to the real ones. These apps are easily available for download and is
designed intentionally to steal your personal data. The solution is to check the source

Of the app from where it is being downloaded. Try to download the apps from the site of
developer or the service provider wherever it is possible.
Avoid interaction or conversation with persons of suspicious nature – Always keep away
from persons who seem to be suspicious in nature. There is no need to reveal any personal
information over a call or a message. Try best not to reveal the same for any freebies.
As precaution, always cross check the identity of the person.

Going Forward
As more and more users get added into the smartphone drive, the penetration of UPI into the
payments ecosystem will go much deeper. Technology has been in the forefront of change in
the 21st century and currently UPI is in the forefront of the payments drive. Convenience and
safety has been lauded as some of the best features of UPI and with growing popularity, we will
be able to see more developments and applications of UPI in our daily life.
Additional Information:
Sources
Non-Performing Asset:
https://www.npci.org.in/what-we-do/upi/product-overview
It is a loan or advance for which the principal or interest payment remains overdue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_Payments_Interface
for a period of 90 days.Banks are required to classify NPAs further into
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/u/unified-payment-interface-upi.asp
Substandard, Doubtful and Loss assets.
Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR):
The CAR is a measure of a bank's available capital expressed as a percentage of a
bank's risk-weighted credit exposures.The Capital Adequacy Ratio, also known as
capital-to-risk weighted assets ratio (CRAR), is used to protect depositors and
promote the stability and efﬁciency of ﬁnancial systems around the world.
Tier 1 Leverage Ratio:
It is the relationship between a banking organization's core capital and its total
assets.The tier 1 leverage ratio is calculated by dividing tier 1 capital by a bank's
average total consolidated assets and certain off-balance sheet exposures.A
leverage ratio is any one of several ﬁnancial measurements that assesses the
ability of a company to meet its ﬁnancial obligations.Some of the examples are:
a) Equity Ratio: This ratio indicates total owner contribution in the company.
b) Debt Ratio: This ratio indicates total leverage used in the company.
c) Debt to Equity Ratio: This ratio indicates total debt used in the business
in comparison to equity.
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Extraordinary times

Extra fast loan

Avail Gold
overdraft
digitally

T&C apply

SIB Mirror+

You don’t have to sell your favourite gold jewellery,
when you can pledge it. With South Indian Bank’s
Superfast Gold Loan, you get the money to meet
your different needs, really fast. It is a gold loan
tailor-made for the uncertain times we are living in.
Go ahead, encash your dreams with
SIB Superfast Gold Loan.

Easy
processing

Tenure up to
12 months

Wear masks in public spaces. Follow social distancing.

Attractive
interest rate

International Online
Money Transfer
through Internet
Banking

Foreign Outward
Remittance through
Features
Transaction limit:

Resident SB
Daily limit - USD 10000
Financial year - USD 25000
NRE SB
Daily limit - USD 25000
Financial year - USD 100000

Rate for conversion:

Available currencies:

Timings window:

USD, EUR, GBP, CAD, JPY, AED,
CHF, AUD, SAR, SGD & other 100+
currencies

24x7 for US dollar remittances
10 AM to 3 PM (IST) for other
currencies

Purpose of remittance:
Active NRE SB with valid VISA expiry dates

Repatriation from NRE account (S0014)

Auto mailer of SWIFT copy will be sent to the registered email ID of the remitter on completion of transaction.
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T&C apply

TT selling rate available at that
point of time

